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Continuous Delivery
of ECU Software

The GS-PE business unit tool
chain (right centre) facilitates

Customer
validation

the continuous development
and delivery of software
for inverter ECUs (top left).
This tool chain enables users
to automatically integrate
functions – that have been
newly implemented or

Agile software development speeds up electrification

modified using ASCET – into
the software and test them.

Demand for low-emission vehicles is growing all the time. To serve this high-volume market, all OEMs are developing

The entire process is supported

new hybrid and electric models. To be able to deal with the high frequency of new customer requirements, the systems

by an Application Lifecycle
Management system that is

required to efficiently electrify the powertrain are being developed with high levels of agility. In the business unit
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used to store and handle all

Power Electronics (GS-PE) at Robert Bosch Mobility Solutions, engineers continuously improve, test, and release the

relevant data.

new functions and optimized ECU logic that result from these developments.
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Customer benefits
The continuous delivery of software

GS-PE Toolchain
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